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the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
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the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
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the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
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NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS MADE FROM NANOPHASE MATERIALS . .

Field of the Invention ‘ ‘

The present invention relates to nuclear reactors ~

generally and, more particularly, to a nuclear reactor core

that uses nanophase (nanostructured) ceramics~ nanophase

metals or nan.ophase composites of these materials to Provide .

high temperature capability and a high structural support

capability.
\

Backcmound of the Inventiori ‘

Conventional nucle’ar reactors include both pressurized

water reactors (PWR) or boiling water reactors (BWR). Both

designs generally use Zircaloy metal for both the fuel rod ‘

cladding as well as for” structural materi’al to hold the fuel

rods in place. Zircaloy was selected for this application

because of its low nuclear cross ‘section. The low nuclear

cross section providesa low “absorption of neutrons that cause

the’continuation of the fissioning process’ in a nuclear

reactor core. Zircaloy also has better high temperature

capability for normal operation.than other low nuclear cross

section materials, such ~s aluminum. Zircaloy was generally

regarded as an adequate core material. However, the reactor

accident at the Three Mi’le Island No. 2 reactor plant

highlighted some of the shortcomings of Zircaloy that were

known to experts in the field. The shortcomings ’became

evident with the ac’cident that was the result of a serious

loss of cooling fluid.-

During normal reactor operation the su-rface temperature

of the” Zircaloy is approximately 650-700”F. This causes

limited surface oxidation and is accounted for in the-typical
.’

reactor design. As the surface temperature increases, the.
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oxidation rate” increases. If the Zircaloy temperatures

approach approximately 2000”F”, which can occur during an

accident, the Zircaloy reacts rapidly with the steam in the

reactor in what is generally- referred to as- a Zirc-water

reaction. The reaction results in rapid oxidation of Z~rcaloy

and.the rapid formation of hydrogen gas. The oxidized high ‘

temperature Zircaloy lacks structural strength and will slump!’
under its own weight and release fission gases contained in ‘

the fuel iods’..

The accident at Three’ Milef Island was the result of . ~

operat-ors shutting off -the cooling water.fo the reactor cor’e

while the reactor continued to heat-up from the decay heat at

a time after the reactor was shut down. -The reactor core heat

up resulted in much of the core slumping into the bottom of

the reactor vessel,’ the generation of hydrogen gas and the
,“

detonation of the hydrogen gas. The slumping of the reactor

core results in a’ non-coolable geometry ‘where the core

material continues to increase in temperature. A “possible ‘

core melt-through of the reactor vessel was fortunately.,
averted by the reactor operators restoring the cooling water

to the reactor. New generations of water cooled reactors are

being developed with large-supplies of cooling water, reduced.

power density, and the elimination of activ$ pumping ,during

the first stages of a potential accident. These new

generation reactors continue to use Zircaloy with its known “

limitations as discussed.” :

Gas cooled reactors have been proposed to give high

temperature capability .with coated fuel particles (such as

TRISO fuel particles) in a graphite matrix. The TRISO

particles are formed by encapsulating the nuclear fuel in

ceramic layers. The TRISO particles effbc+ively become a

small pressure vessel for the fissi,onproducts.- The resulting ‘

high temperature fuel capability of TRISO particles has

resulted in core designs that have passive methods for decay

‘.
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Gas reactor systems require low power

systems and the use .of ~aphite as a

as for the structure. A graphite structure

has the undesirable potential of burning when exposed to.air. ‘

The potential application of ceramics to reactors has

been recognized. Certain gas reactors have been developed and ‘

built “using fuel rods ‘formed from conventional silicon

carbide. One of the difficulties with using ceramics was the < ‘

low limit on allowable stress and strain. Conventional

ceramics are not only very brittle, which results in very

little allowable strain before failure, but also have defects

and inclusions which can substantially lower the nominal

allowable strain. As a result, failure analysis must be

performed on a.statis’tical basis to consider the impact of the

flaws. The defects and inclusions create potential initiation

sites for failure. A successful attempt at the use. of

conventional ceramic materials in the core of a reactor ‘has

notbeen realized.

The recent developments of nan.ophase metals at the

University-of S,aarland in Germany in the early 1980’s and the.

development of nanophase ceramics -at Argonne National

Laboratory in the ,mid” 1980’s have provided materials with
,’

potentially better mechanical properties than were formerly

available’.

Nanophase (sometimes referred to as ‘nanostructured)
.,

materials are made from extremely small grains less than 50

nanometers (50’x 10-9m) in diameter, compared to conventional

grain sizes of 1 to 100 micrometers (1 to 100 x’ 10-%). ‘

Nanophase materials can be made from a sipgle material or

composites ‘of different materials. Nanophase cer-’ics would

tend to have the best high temperature performance.

Summarv of “the Invention ,

In accordance with the invention, a nuclear core would
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include reactor fuel elements composed of nanophase high

temperature materials joined i-n a cell “that could-also use

nanophase high temperature materials for the cell structures.

The particular high temperature nanophase material used for

the fuel element must have the appropriate mechanical

characteristics, to avoid strain related failure. The fuel

elements would be i,nrod form in an op’en geometry (i.e.; not

separate fluid channels). to encourage “a.great deal of fluid

mixing. /

In the preferred e@odiment, the-reactor type would be
.
a pressurized or boiling water reactor and the nanoph-ase

material would be a high temperature ceramic or ceramic

composite. Nanophase metals, or nanophase metals with

nanophase c’eramics in a ‘composite mixture~ are. expected .to

have desirable characteristics, although’ the temperature

capability would not be

invention also pertains

or, nanophase metals and

as long as there is at_

composite.

as great as with. all ceramics. The

to any combinations of conventional

conventional or nanophase ceramicsl

least one nanophase material in the

Objects, features and advantages.
include providing a nuclear reactor

,

of the present invention

having a number of high

strength fuel particles, a structural mat-erial for supporting

a fuel-rod, a high temperature capability, a configuration to

allow passive cooling in the event of a primary cooling system

,failure, an abilityto retain a coolable.geometry even at high

temperatures, an ability to,resist generation of hydrogen gas,
/

and a configuration having good nuclear, corrosion and

mechanical characteristics.

Brief Description of the Drawinus

These and other objects, features and advantages of the

present invention will be apparent from the’following”detailed ‘

description and the appended drawings in which:
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FIG. 1 & a schematic fragmentary view of afirstn$$!q

embodiment fuel rod with TRISO uranium fue,l particles in a ,
.

nanophase ceramic matrix; . .

FIG. 2 is a “fragmentary schematic view of a second

embodiment fuel rod comprised of conventional fuel pellets in

a nanophase cladding;
“, .

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary schematic view” of an array of

nanophase fuel rods located within a fuel”cell of the present

invention with the fuel rods oriented in an array with their

longitudinal axes parallel to the direction of reactor fluid

flow; &
/ FIG. 4 is a fra~entary perspective sectional view of”an

alternate embodiment of a fuel cell of the present invention

with the array of fuel rods oriented With their longitudinal

axes perpendicular to the directionof reactor fluid flow; and

FIG. 5 is a graphical

between the stress-strain of

palladium.

representation of a comparison

nanophase versus coarse grained

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Referring to FIG. 1,, a fuel rod 10 according to a

preferred embodiment of the present invention is shown. The ‘

fuel rod 10 generally comprises a matrix 12 and a number of

fuel particles, 14. The matrix .12 is-generally made of a-

nanophase material (i.e./ grain’size of less than 50 x 10-9m)0

Such nanophase materials include, ‘but are not limited to,

nanophase silicon carbide, nanophase silicon nitride and

nanophas’e zirconium carbide or composites thereof. The

nanophase material’ may “also” include any combinations of

conventional or nanophase metals, such as nanophase pallad+uml

and conventional or nanophase ceramics, as long as t-here is

‘ at least one nanophase material. The fuel particles 14 may

be TRISO fuel particles’ which are known in the art to have

applications in high temperature gas reactors. In general,

‘,
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the TRISO particles .are formed by,encapsulating a nuclear fuel

(e.g., uranium) kernel with.various layers of pyrolytic carbon

and silicon carbide. The.TRISO particles form an effective

pressure vessel that contains the ’fission products used to

produce, energy in a nuclear reactor. Using the matrix

material 12 from a nanophase ceramic provides the advantage

of having an added mechanical strength to the fuel particles

14 and provides a structural-material fo’rthe support of the

fuel rod 10. A nanophase cerayic may be used to form the

matrix 12 since it has a,high strain capability when compared

to conventional’ ceramics. A’nanophase cladding may be added

surrounding the matrix and”the nanophase matrix ceramic and

nanophase cladding ceramic are then bonded together to, form

an integral ‘fuel rod. A bo’nded cladding is not needed if

there is enough matrix material on the outer edge to give

support. “The strain capability -of nanophase ceramics is .

discussed in more detail with regard to FIG. 5., Essentially,

a nanophase ceramic has ~a finer grain structure, which .

introduces smaller flaws, which generally results in higher

allowable strains’ before failure. ‘

The selection of an appropriate nanophase ceramic to.

implement the matrix 12 depends on the thermal condu”ctivityr

thermal expansion coefficient, strain and stress capability,

nuclear ,cross section, growth in a radiation field and

corrosion characteristics needed for a particular design .

application.. Additional advantages of the use of nanophase

ceramics are that nano”phase ceramics may more easily be formed

into parts without the use of sintering aids. Sintering aids

tend to concentrate in thegrain boundaries -which have been :

considered a cause of increased,corrosion in ceramics, which

is undesirable., Nanophase silicon carbide is one example ofJ
an acceptable material due to its low nuclear cross section

as well as other desirable properties such a’s low’ thermal

expansion coefficient and low growth in a nuclear field.
..
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Other materials that may be ,used to implement the fuel rod 10 ‘

include nanophase silicon nitride, nanophase zirconium

carbide, or some other type of ceramic such as oxide ceramic.-

The fuel rod of FIG., 1 may be used in gas-cooled or water-
\

cooled nuciear reactors.

Referringto FIG: 2, analternate embodiment fuel rod 10”

is shown as being adap’ted for use in a conventional type .

existing reactor, suc’h as a water cooled reactor. The fuel

rod 10’ ‘generally comprises a nanophase cladding 20, a fuel .

The cladding 20 is separated frompellet 22 and-a gas gap 24.

the fuel pellet 22 by the gas gap 24, in what is referred to
!,

as an unbended-cladding fuel rod. The cladding 20 may be

implemented, as ;a thinnanophase cladding. The fuel pellet 22

may be implemented as -a conventional uranium oxide fuel

pellet, i.e., uranium oxi’de pressed ‘into a pellet form (not

,’TRISO). As a’result, the advantages discussed in regard to

1 may be realized in an application involving aFIG. ‘

conventional type of water-cooled reactor.

Referring to FIG. 3, afuel cell 30 is shown. The fuel

cell 30 generally is comprised of a number of fuel,rods 32 and

a cell structure 34”.. Th’e fuel rods’ 32 may be formed from a

nanophase material as discussed w’ith regard to FIG. 1 or FIG.

2. The fuel rods 32. are generally located within the cell

The combination of the fuel rods 32 and thestructure 34.

cell structure 34 forms the fuel cell 30. The cell structure,

34 (e.g., side walls) may be-made of nanophase material which

may be the same material as the fuel rods 32, thus simplifying

the design and’ manufacturing of the fuel cell, 30 while

maintaining high temperature capability hardware. The cell
.-

structure 34 generally surround’s and supports the fuel rods

32. Another option for implementing the cell structure 34 is

to use’ composite materials to improve the sfiock resistance~ .

or toughness, of the cell.walls. However, this-implementation

wouldbe at the expense of introdu’cing different manufacturing
.,

,,

-, .
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techniques and materials. The direction of the reactor fluid

flow is generally parallel to the longitudinal axes of the

fuel rods as indicated by the arrow 36.,.
Referringto FIG. 4, an alternate fuel cell configuration

40 is shown. A number of fuelrods 42 are positioned inside

a cell structure 44 with” the longitudinal axes of rods 42

oriented in a generally perpendicular fashion to the-direction

of the reactor fluid flow. The cell structure 44, such as

its side walls, can also be made of nanophase material.. The ‘-

direction of the reactor fluid flow,is shown generally by the

arrow 46. By configuring

perpendicular fashion with

an increase in the reactor

coolant mixing increase is

rods 42 are staggered.

realized by staggering the

the fuel rods” 42 in a generally ‘

respect to the reactor fluid flow,

coolant mixing is realized. This

especially noticeable if the fuel

The increase in coolant mixing

fuel rods 42 may cause an increase

in pressure drop in the reactor flow when compared to the fuel

cell 30.. However, this increased pressure drop may be

acceptable when implementing a particular reactor design.

The fuel cell 30 or the fuel cell 40 both use an ‘open

geometry allowing extensive mixing of the reactor coolant to

remove heat from the fuel rods 32 or 42. When water is used

as the reactor coolant, overheating situations may result in

steam voids being formed between the individual fuel -rods.

These ,voids result in “a reduction of surface heat transfer

between the surface’of the fuel rods and the coolant. This

may result in a rapid excursion of the fuel rod temperature.

This rapid increase in fuel rod temperature is generally known

in the art as crit”ical heat flux. With conventional fuel rods

that use Zircaloy, overheating during a critical heat flux may

be catastrophic. As the surface temperature increases, the

Zircaloy reacts with the steam in the reactor which results

in oxidation of the Zircaloy and the formation of hydrogen

gas. ‘The oxidized Zircaloy lacks structural strength and will
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slump ‘under
.“

contained in

catastrophic

10

its own weight and release fission products

the fuel rods. Thus, ’critical heat flux may be”

in reactors that’use Zircaloy fuel rods. .
.“

However, reactors that use qanophase ceramic materials

for fuel rods in accordance with the present invention would

be less”sensitive to critical heat, flux bec&se such ceramic

material rods will maintain their structural inte9ritY”durin9

high temperatures. The increased safety thus resulting from

us’ing nanophase ceramic ~material permits the reactor to

operate. .at a highe’r operating temperature. The higher’

operating temperature in ‘turn results in higher thermal

efficiency for the reactor system. By contrast, to preclude

the catastrophic results from overheating the fuel, prior art

reactors that use Zircaloy rnust’operate at lower temperatures .

and” efficiency to maintain large thermal margins between

operating conditions and possible accident conditions. ,

‘In a water cooled reactor, the water between the fuel

rods acts as a neutron moderator t~o slow down the fast

neutrons to permit the continuation of the fission process.

The formation of “steam voids during “overheating situations

reduces the moderator effect of the water. This reduction

tends to suppress the local power generation and overall

nuclear core reactivity., This effect is.referre,d to as the

void coefficient. As stated above, the formation of steam

voids may be catastrophic in reactors that use Zircaloy fuel

rods. However, when high temperature ceramic fuel rods are

used in accordance with ‘the invention, the formation of steam..
and the resultant void coefficient effect provides an inherent

safety mechanism that.cau’ses self-shutdown of thereactor.

Implementing the fuel cell 30 and the fuel ’cell 40

according to the present invention allows the possibility of

passive decay heat’ removal. This results from the high
,-

temperature capability of the fuel rods 42 so that they retain

~ structural integrity at high temperatures. Thus fuel $d’&
+@r -7/7/i7

,
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cells 30 and 40 have sufficient strength to continue to

maintain their original assembly array orientation and hence

continue to provide a’convection.path of decay heat removal

between the fuel elements 42 andthe reactor vessel under such

conditions. Ceramic fuel elements are expected to have

temperature capabilities of above 3000”F, where Z’ircaloy fuel

elements would lose all effective strength and slump to the

bottom of the reactor vessel in a non-coolable geometry. The

required power density of the core for passive decay heat

removal with ceramics -becomes a function of the particular

design requirements by providing’’fuel ‘rods 42 that maintain

their shape during high temperatures. This allows for coolant

to continue to pass even with such. high temperatures. If

passive decay heat removal were required to prevent core

damage, a low power density would have to be used. The

material used to implement the fuel rods 42 and the cell

structure 44 may be ‘designed” accordingly. A high power

density may be permitted if the core and vessel can be

replaced afteran incident while maintaining the preclusion

of significant fission product release. The application of

ceramic fuel rods ’42.to water reactors may permit the

continued use of the we”llknown light water nuclear techno~o~

with the added safety benefit of the passive decay heat

removal capability realized in gas cooled reactors. , /.

1 The primary application of nanophase ceramics is

considered to be water reactors because of their installed

user base. The present invention may alsol be.applicable to

gas

the

gas

reactors ‘using a gas such as helium as a coolant, due to

high temperatur.e, high stress-strain capability needed for

applications.

Referring to FIG. 5, a graphical, representation of a

comparison between’ the stress-strain of nanophase

(5 nanometer) versus coarse grain (100 micrometer) palladium .

is shown. A first curve 50 is shown generally rep”resentixlg
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coarse grain palladium while a second curve 52 is generally

shown representing nanophase palladium. - The coarse grain

palladium particle size isgeneral,ly 100’micrometer while’the

nanophase palladium particle size is.5 nanometer.

5 While the invention. has been particularly shown and

described with reference to the preferred.e~odiments ~hereof,

it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various

changes in form and details may be made without departing from

the spirit and scope. of the invention. ~
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AHSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

reactor core fuel element is composed of

temperature materials. An array of t-he fuel

form are joined in an open geometry fuel cell

“that preferably also uses such nanophase materials for the

cell .structurese The particular high ‘temperature nanophase

fuel element material must have the appropriate mechanical

characteristics to avoid strain-related failure even at high

temperatures, in the order of about 3000° F. Preferably, the

reactor type is a pressurized or boiling water reactor and the,.
nanophase material is a high temperature ceramic or ceramic

composite. Nanophase metals,’ or nanophase metals with

nanophase ceramics ina composite mixture, also have desirable

characteristics, although their temperature capability is not

as great’as with all–ceramic nanophase material. Combinations

of conventional or nanophase metals and conventional or

nanophase ceramics.,can be emplbyed as long as there is at

least one nanophase material in the composite. The nuclear

reactor so constructed has a -number of high strength fuel

particles, a nanophas”e structural material for supporting a

fuel rod at high temperature, a configuration to allow passive

cooling in the event of a primary cooling system failure, an

ability to retain a coo’lable ‘geometry even at high

temperatures, an ability to resist generation of hydrogen gas,

and a configuration having good nuclear, corrosion and
.,

mechanical characteristics.
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